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Low Review Cprifroversy
SparksPolicy<:~hange
.)

bYJohn Lopker

'. {competition for the Journal, there would
.: be no means of filing a J oumal post
Twostudents on the International Law
vacated by" a staff member who SUb-"
Journalcompeted in this year's write-on
sequently joins Law Review. The student
competitionfor the Law Review. "It is the .. ~~ould be taking up a slot on both journals
flfsttime in memory' that anyone has"
and decreasing -the chances'· of other
openlychallenged what always has been
students making either of the . journals.
anunstated policy ofthe Law Review,"
." Additionally, the remaining staff would
saidNina Kimball, Editor-in-Chiefof the"
have to do the workload assigned to the
LawReview.
"
departing member.'
Whenthe students first approached tier"
"'. "Reomes down to a sense of obligation
onthequestion of their eligibility, her first·
.'to be fair to one's fellow students and
reaction was to say no. The students
especially .to fellow staff members,"
arguedthattheyhad,neverbeen
informed
commented Bob ShelY,Editor-in-Chief of
thatby joining the Jourmil they would be
the Journal: "Being on a journal requires
foreclosedfrom" later 'Competing in the ,·~~.a· sense of loyalty and commitment 'LawReview write-on competition. On the
.:when itis lacking we find that the person
meritsof this argument, the Law Review
doesn't make that grand of a condecidedto letthem compete.'
tribution," he continued.
.
"All entries-. are : judged
on" an
..Kimball stressed the" importance of a
anonymous'basisr'and the controversy
student's motivation behind choosing to be
. . ..... "
"
generatedby their. actions in no way im"OIl
ajoUrnaI."ManypeoPledon'trealize<;>.'S:~:'".<iNLestudenbProtest
pactedtheir ch~ricescof acceptance,··!.said .",·that-the-:
real, ~value.·,in- being- on.:either~~;;.:.-:,::."-:·-::-:,:,:.-.7~-'~;
--.::~;:.';....·;.·7':~
_
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resultedin an explicit Law Review policy
onthe subject, which will be announced in

";;~~ thereis no secon~ year write-on

.'
apa~heid alSouthAfncanEmbassy.<·;
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Protest··
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choose.
onA t 50 ut h Af ric a n Embassy

ployers. Both Journals have resume value,
-;but they Write on very different topics. A,
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journal based

union members, boarded buses that dr~ve.
onto the South African embassy grounds.
"•.Braving freezing temperatures
and
The protesters marched in fronfof the
chilling arctic winds, students from
embassy, singing "We Shall Overcome." .
metropolitan area law schools protested at
'A police officer. notified. the protesters'
the Embassy of South Africa against the
that they were violating' the· rule
system: of racial segregation" known as
prohibiting demonstrations within 500 feet
apartheid, on Feb. 8. Approximately 200.
of diplomatic premises. The, protesters
"law students were joined by about 75 labor
then were arrested.
union' members .on .what was billed as
Another protester, Prof. Andrea. D.
Kathleen O'Reilly······
"Law Students Day" in the continuing
Mouton, .of the Howard University Law
. _ protest against South African policies.
school, had been arrested earlier.in the
Karen Avagliano, recently' elected" i
Later, 99 protesters were arrested at the
day -. Mouton .had gained entry to the
presidentof the SBA, plans on spending at
embassy.
."
embassy for a .meeting with a South
least20hours week on the job. Thatis "',
Students began to . arrive at the
African official. Following the meeting,
~hy, she said, she ran unopposed, quickly
Massachusetts Avenue protest site, 500
Mouton refused to leave the premises, and
dismissingstudent apathy as the reason ..
feet from the embassy grounds, at 3 p.m.
-. was later arrested on a charge of unlawful
, KentMurphy. (former president> made"
The crowd quickly grew in size; the.
entry.
.
"llclearhow much work would be involved;
protest was extended to both sides of the
"Law Students Day" was organized by
explained Avagliano, which. prompted
street. The protesters, heavily dressed in
student representatives
of the Antioch
somepresidentia:l candidates to run for
the bitter cold, chanted "None of us are
Law School. Students from the American
~er positions. In fact, .student parfree until all of us are free," and other
University, AntiOCh, Georgetown, George
tiClpationin the election was high, both as'
slogans as they marched in long circles.
Washington,
Howard, University
of
nomineesand as ivoters. More than 50 ~
In a series of speeches at the protest;
Maryland, and University of Virginia law,
New SBA President is Karen Avag6ano.
~rcent of th~ eligible students voted, said
students were encouraged to "examine the
schools participated.
Approximately 35
urphy, 100 more than last year, ~ .. ,'
soul of your law school," a pointed
protesters
came
from
the NLC,
participation in faculty hU"lug.
J Other election victors are: Lance·
reference to the investment of many
representing BALSA, EJF, La Raza, NLG,
. Student evaluations of professors' are
pohnson, night. vice, president;·· Franc
American universities in corporations that
PAD, SBA, SIPLA and other student
organized exclusively by the· George
erry, day vice president; Joan ·HefWashington,.
'University'
Student
do business with South. Africa. One
groups .
f~rnan,night 4th year rep; Jill Pender,
• .Association:As a result,thequestions
speaker' made reference to President
One NLC student said he was' disapdo
mght3d year rep; David Barsky, 'Bill':
Reagan's State of the Union address,
pointed by the law school's turnout, but
not accurately' focus OIl.the aspects of a
Haskel, Stasia Majidzadeh and Michael
noting that Reagan's "new revolution"
admitted that the extreme cold .was a
law school professor'S performance. "We
Wernerday 3d year reps; Ann Sweeney , 2d
factor. Another NLC student, Steven
are told it would be impossible to change ., must be a revolution against his "cozying
~ear night; Franklin Blackstone, Trent .... the evaluations, but that may nm.be true,'"
up" with apartheid, and that all law
Wallach, said the "suffering out here is
opeland,Regina Jefferson and Paul Schstudents should be a part of the revolution.
nothing compared to the suffering going on
said Avagliano. "We are going to find
Illeck, 2d year day reps. Avagliano claims
It was· also' noted that the continuing
in South Africa." WOOn asked why law.
out." The forms are analyzed for free. If
lhe re~ are. enthusiastic about., working
protest has spread to 20 cities, that 14,000
students. in the United· States should
we can change them, the cost may be high,
an dshe plans on organizing them.
Americans have been arrested in the
concern themselves with the policies of
sOOadded.
.
Immediate SBA goals include changing
protests, and that·the protests would not
. South Africa, a protester quoted the Rev.
. For this year, SBA is making sure the
:e professor evaluation forms, ensuring a
stop until South African-policies change.
~ Martin Luther King, Jr. in stating that
evaluations reach the professors. The
lina~ of students is appointed and conShortly before 5 p.m .. a group of 98 ,.
"Injustice anywhere is a threat to justice
evaluations are supposed to be given to the
Uingother programs .started by Murprotesters, composed of law students and
. everywhere." .
See SBA Page 5
~y'S administration,
such as student
by Brian Hundertmark
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by Terry Maniker

half decade before Joan Bre~~er,
Last month Joan Brenner, bundled up
was born the faculty wives opened the
against the cold and wheeling a cart with - , Women's Lounge for the 20 or 30 female
"books on it in sub-freezing Washington
J.D. candidates at our school. Yale Law.>
weather, was stopped by two concerned
School began to accept female J.D: cancitizens who tried to persuade her to spend
didates in the 19205 and Oberlin College
the night in a shelter. Joan Brenner just
still required their female candidates to
laughed. Like the families of most law
wash the laundry of their male counschool students, herfamily is proud of her.
terparts, clean their rooms, .and serve
/ Unlike most students,
though, Ms.
them their meals in the college cafeteria;
Brenner has seven students of her own On August 26, 1920, _the 19th Amendment
, her children _ and has a distinguished
was ratified and 26 million" women of
background which includes' hosting her
voting age finally gained the right to vote.
own television program, owning her own
Five years later, on NovemberS,JmlO
business, and participating
in _public
Brenner was born in New York.
'
service activities as diverse as politics and
Sarah Tilghman
Hughes, another
public school boards. Joan Brenner,
female NLC graduate, was among the first
nearly GO,is the oldest female J.D. canfemale federal judges in Texas and swore
didate in the history of our school. .'
-Lyndon Johnson into office the day
Because of her age Ms. Brenner is in the
President Kennedy was' assassinated. The
unique position of being, as she says, "both
same 'year that Joan Brenner was born
a parent and a peer" to other students. The'
and around the same year that Justice ambivalent feelings of her professors are
Hughes pored over Palsgraf, Harvard and
apparent, she comments, in th~ir two
Columbia announced that their law
basic reactions to her: "Erther I have a
schools would never even consider female
, sense that my presence Iswelcome in the ;':':cJ,D;'candidates.
Dr. Hugh Bernard,
classroom, that my life'iexperience is ' formerly with' the Library of Congress and
important, or the professors may be put
a NLC graduate, feels that our school
off by someone so much older than them;
"played a major role in the legal education
feel a little uncomfortable, and tend not to '
of women" in' comparison with the other
call on me."
schools of the time. Dr. Bernard's 1957
Belva Lockwood was -oui first female
class was five percent- female; .Joan,>
J.D. candidate, but she entered school at
Brenner's is 46 percent.
:/
the age of 17 when undergraduate degrees
In the 19405Ms. Brenner received her
were not required. Tuition cost $100. Ms.
B.S. in Speech' (major
in ComLockwood was the first woman to argue
munications), and an M.A. withDistinebefore the Supreme Court and the first
tion, from Northwestern. When asked
'woman to run for an win votes (4,000) for
when she first considered studying law,
,the presidency at a time when women-Ms.
Brenner replied thatwhen her own
could not eve,n legally vot.e.
chlldren entered college, she, thought, '~if.I

All of the students questioned about Ms
Brenner
expressed
admiration
an'
respect, Most of the female stUdents in~
terviewed.: however, -felt dismaYed th t
although our school has an impressivef
progressive history, women are still ntt
afforded the same degree of _respect
their male peers.A female J .D. candida~s
, for _example, felt compelled to leave '
'lecture after a: string of double entendr a
.' h er proper ty c Iass cu I'mmated in es
In
comment about female "dimensions." Ina a
criminal law course last semester too
another professor apparently expr~ssed
sympathy' for rapists and joked that
women who don't "enjoy it" aren't "real"
.JnanBrenner
women. Finally, one torts professor had
students read a "case" describing fema!
genitalia as a "hole" that, after in:
could start over today I would become a
tercourse, is "improved" with a "shaft"
lawyer." She explained 'that when she
The treatment oHemale J.D. candidat~
knew she would be, "involved in a 'major
life change, I bought books, studied for the ... at NLC, therefore, is orie of both pride an~
prejudice. Pride,because
age and se
LSAT, and took it. 1applied to 13 schools
-abuses in our school's admissions proce~
and was accepted to 10 of them. I always
abated
relatively
early. Prejudice
said, 'someday wouldn't it be, nice to .,.'
,because'verbal
abuses in, our school'~
and in my case that 'someday' came, to
teaching process continue.
, be."
I

C~nyersAttack~
Aparth~id

,0
~Bel~a r:ockwood Day in Marchwe
will honor the students of the NU:, in.

.eluding Joan Brenner, the oldest female
J.D. candidate in the history of our schoo
who used to dream about being a lawyer
Asked -about her age, -Joan Brenner wili
tell you "I don't feel it." And about law
school: "I love it.",

by Robert D. Jacobs

~"NLC':St~'de~ts

, Rep. John Conyers, Jr. (D-Mich'> urged
NLC, students, to.:Jgetinvolvro
in the
,crusade against apartheid inSouth Africa,
because of the common roots of racism in
the United States and in apartheid.
Conyers -made this appeal in a lecture
Three NLC students played a crucial
sponsored by the Black Law .student
role
in persuading
the National
Association. "The forces Spurring aparAssociation of Insurance Commissioners
theid are Ute same forces allowing racism
to adopt a resolution which calls for dif·
to exist in the United States ... (w)e must be
ferent health insurance rates for smokers
mindful that President Reagan won't be
and nonsmokers. '
around much longer, and we must create a
The NAIC is an organization composed
vision of what we want in America, both
of the commissioners
in each state
black -,and white, people, as concerned
charged with regulating rates and other
citizens,'.'
',"
aspects of the insurance industry.
_ Conyers fells mome~tum in developing
Vnderthe'students'
proposal, ce, to end the "systematized genocide" ocsponsored by Action on Smoking and
, earring in South Africa, a country where'
Health, nonsmokers could save more than
the ~i~itary!tas been used to suppress the
$200 a year in health insurance costs, and
24 million black populous which makes up
smokers may be forced to pay 50 percent
roughly 80 percent of the nation's
more than they do now.
population. Conyers said, "We are in a
The students
prepared
a proposal
unique position to bring South Africa to its
justifying a rate differential, and madean
knees. W,ecan cripple them economically.
oral presentation at the annual meetingof
• The key IS to educate the American people
the NAIC. Cynthia Scheible summarized
_ as to the issues." He said American firms
the medical evidence demonstrating that
control 70percent of the computer market
45p~rcent of the oil market, and 33 percent , smokers have far higher health care costs
than nonsmokers.
Stephen Katz, th~n
of ~e automobile, --market
in South
argued that rates recognizing this di,f.
Amenca.
' .
ferential wer~ not only legal, but may 10
Conyers disputed the claim that from a
fact be required under some s~tutes
purely economic. standpoint, di~estiture
prohibiting unfair rate practices. FlOaIly,
hurts both Amencan and South African
Carol Coyne argued that such rate dif·
black~. He. said more investment by
ferentials were fair, and that such plans
Am;ncan. ftrrns will keep black South
were not only practical but already in use
Afncans m oppression, as, these firms
by a small number of companies.
, employ. less than one percent of the black
The law students argued that such a r~te
POPulabo~. He said the current black
, So~th Afncan wage is one-sixth that ofdifferential Would serve a t least tworna:
purposes. First, it" would chang~ .
whit~ for comparable work. Still further
he ~Id b!ack South African leaders; in:
current system und.er which the rnaJ~~~~
of adults who are nonsmokerssubsllli
c!udingBlShop Desmond Tutu, have :told
'de an
him;that
American support and inthe smokers. Second; it would proV1 rs
additional financial incentive for smoke
vestments must stop to economic pressure
on Pretoria.
"
"
,_
'
to quit. .~ ,.,'
ir
, H~ said there' is enOUghbl~ck
pW:~ , The students did' this work as thea
chasmg p~wer in America to put pressure
project in Legal' Activism (Law 369)'b
course In. publlc interest law taught Y
on .Amerlcan companies
with South
African investments,
such as Ford
Prof. Banzhaf.
General Motors and BurrOughs. '
"
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'Bonner Criticizes U.S.
Policy in Central Ameriea

I

.~

__
which had already hit oil depots in Maine,
bY Miguel Acosta
grain harvests in .Minnesota" and had
__
.
.
slaughtered
government
officials and
Raymond ..• Bonner,'
. a
former
health workerst r'rhere have been over
correspondentin El Salvador for the New
10,000Nicaraguans killed by the Contras, YorkTimes, and .aut~r of Weakness and
. the per capita equivalent of' 500,000
peceit: U.S. Polley JD EI Salvador, apAmericans.
red at the NLC in a lecture sponsored
T'
tf
d
he
~Y
theSBA, La Raza, and N.LG..The topic
urnmg 0 ree om of t press.Bonner
stated
that
while
he
finds
the episodes of
b
rJ the lecture ~as U.S. policy In 'Central
censorship of the Nicaraguan opposition
America.
'. paper-La'
Prense
inexcusable
and
Bonner, a graduate of Stanford Law
deplorable, he noted that there no longer
SChoQI
and a twice-decorated Vietnam
'i. exists any opposition press in El Salvador,
veteran, began his speech with a
because reporters and editors.critical of
diScussionof the forthcoming CIA "White
the government have been killed and their
paper" on Central America, which was
press buildings bombed.
leakedto the press last week. Bonner
So why is the United States attacking
lllaintaiiied. that the proliferation
of.
Nicaragua· through the Contra mer"White Papers"concerning.Central,
cenaries? Noting that both in 1954 in
America (this will be the fourth since
Guatemala and in 1973 in Chile, the CIA
Reagancame into office), stems from the'
'orchestrated
coups of' democraticallyAdministration's
failure
to garner
elected left-wing governments, Bonner
widespread support for its policy in the
argued that the U.S. government will
region.He noted that the previous-three
always attempt . to thwart left-wing
WhitePapers were quickly' discredited
,governments of any sort in the Western
upontheir release as being based on faulty"
hemisphere, no matter .how democratic.
andmisleading evidence, particularly the
While' posi ting that this orientation is' not
evidencelinking the Nicaraguan governmotivated by economic imperialism in the
mentto arms shipments tothe rebels in El
strict sense (since the U.S. actually
Salvador. He maintained that the White
benefits very little from exploiting Central
Papers are useful, however, not for an
America labor and resources), Bonner
understanding of the Central American.
:maintained
that there is an economic
situation, butvrather
'as a means of
element in what motivates our 'Latin
ascertaining what theCIAitself
is trying
American policy. For if the Nicaraguan
toaccomplish."· ',~ , "- ' .
socialist experiment actually works, it will
Bonner nextturned to the question of the
serve as a model for developing countries
military buildup- in Nicaragua .. While
all over the world, .and this would have a
acknowledging that
buildup i~taking
significant impacfon the U.S. economy.
place(although wary of trusting the CIA~s
,\
figureson the buildup), Bonner posed the>.>
" ><.,','
.,....•.•...•....
i
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sgainst Nlcaragua·by theUmted States. ....'
. ':.'.
'.
.
Notingthat the u.s. has trained,equiped,
' .
andis paying 15,(){)(j
Contra guerillas based'
. The American .Bar Association' Law
inHonduras to ovei'throwthe Nicaraguan
Student Division has money available on a
government, Bonner asked. the audience,
matching . grant basis for law.. school
whatresponsible' government of a small
projects.
.
countrywould mot arm to .detend itself
'A $2,000.matching grant to expand the
against attack: by the .United States?' He
'University of Virginia School of Law Legal
asked, what would the American response
Assistance Society has helped fund mock
be if there were the equivalent per capital
.trials, a college course for handicapped
number,of ,1.2' million- Soviet-paid and
adults ; focusing on. their 'legal rights, a
Soviet-equipedguerillasbased in Canada"
Domestic Violence Awareness Week,a

'Consu

~Migrant
.F'armworkers
Assistance
. program which provides free legal aid, as
well as several. other projects,
.. The minimum grant request for. any'
project is $100, and the maximum grant
'.request .is $2,000. Each law school is
limited to $2,000for grant money per year.
" The Law Student Division reserved the
'right to fund projects fully or partially.

The determination of the amount of fwiding will be made on the basis of funds
available and on need as clearly shown.
Interested students should contact the
American Bar Association Law Student
Division Representative
or the Law
Student Division directly at 750 North
. Lakeshore Drive, Chicago, IL., 60611,
'! (312) 988-5623~

,

mer' tf.E~i.~p"Clini~<?:;·'

'Q: I u~e a long,distan~e pho~e company
otherthan AT&T. On my last bill I found'
severalcalls charged to me that I·know. I
didnot make. Someone has been using my
codenumber without permission. It turns
outit was' an' ex-friend of my son's. 'He
refusesto pay the bilL I also have charged
several one" minute. calls' that I'm sure
~ere calls thatnever got through - I had
Justlet them ring.' Do I have to paylor
these things?'
"
.
A:Since thebreakupot"'AT&~.'th~re-is
a
~wing number- of; alternative
long- .
distance phone companies! called "other'
commoncarriers~' like GTE Sprint,MCI, .
ITT, Satellite Business " SyStems and
WesternUnion; There are also :!!resellers" .
SUchas Allnet· or ..Telesavel' which rent
..
time.on. the. transmission facilities of the
common carriers' and charge; to transmit
. callsover those facilities. Until the advent
of"Equal Access, .. these carriers will not .•
have the same .quality of service or.
f~ciJities as AT&T and billing problems
hke these will arise..
, ,..
.
'
The alternate long,distance companies

.requite touch-f~ne dialing and the consumermakes
his call by dialing 'a local
number to connect with the company and
then. using his own ."authorization code
number. There iS,no way to make a code
number completely secure since anyone
can simply. dial numbers randomly until
they get through. Nevertheless, the consumer does not have to pay for
unauthorized calls.,
,
• Most of the common carriers follow a
standard procedure. The consumer should
call. customer service and· the company
will process
credit to his. bill, or it will
have the customer send in his bill with the
Unauthorized calls circled. The billing "
department Will, send out a revised ,bill.
The consumer may request a new code. to
prevent' further. unauthorized· use ... ,

a

""

.

~.~:T~I'~ternati~e
...phone ~om~nies
charge for calIs that do· not . connect ..'
because. their measuring devices are not
as good as AT&T's .. While AT&T has
switches which actually
change the
electrical charge on the line when the
receiving party picks up the phone" most
alternate carriers have ordinary business
lines to the local phone company which do

.

not change when 'the call is' connected.
Charges may begin as soon as the caller
completes dialing, or generally, after five
,to seven rings.
.
If you are a customer of one of the
,alternate carriers you can avoid this
charge by not letting the phone ring more
than three to four times. If'short (lesS than
1 minute) cha~ges appear on your bill to
'the same number you can simply deduct
the amount from the bill, with the items
c}rcledand an ex~I!1!1~tC)ry
nQt~attached.

-.These charges are . often one minute
because of the practice of charging by
rounding up to the next full minute. This
means ,that a 20 second'''call'' (times from
the fifth to seventh ring) will' be rounded
up to a full minute.
This system used by the alternate
-, carriers and the billing problems attendant with it, will change with Equal
Access which now is going into effect, a
few exchanges at a time. Equal Access
means the other phone carriers' services
will be upgraded to "equalize" them with
AT&T. A customer with an alternate
carrier can dial long distance direct,
without a code number and the call
automatically will be routed to the long
distance carrier .
In the. meantime, before Equal Access
goes into effect, if you have a billing or
other problem and it cannot be resolved by , .
the company, you can write to the FCC
with specifics and a copy of the bill. It will
send out an informal complaint to the
company and then try to mediate the
dispute.

v

ou can also call Consumer HELP
(115-8567)and file a complaint.

Devil's Advocate

The Raven-Hansen (with apologies

to Edgar

Allan Poe)

<:»:

.by Michael Goldsmith

Once upon a midnight dreary, while I studied, weak and weary
. Over many a dull volume of soon-to-be forgotten law' .
,
,While I nodded, nearly napping, suddenly there came a tapping,
As of someone gently rapping, rapping at my bedroom door.
"I must be hallucinating this rapping on my bedroom door '
It was the pizza.randnothing
more.'"
"

"

Bolting up, in my chair turning, all my soul within me burning
With visions ever more vivid, most vivid since my year sophomore
For no one can help agreeing, it was illusions I was seeing
I'll clean the cobwebs from my mind so I can study more,
For Raven-Hansen's Admin. Law.:.,:,

Ah, distinctly I remember, it was in the bleak December
Drinking black coffee to enable me to study more'
'.
Eagerly I wished the morrow, vainly then I sought to borrow
Some Casenotes, but to my sorrow, there were no Casenotes for, '
Raven-Ha'nsen's Admin. Law.
The bright yellow highlighted, and underlined footnotes cited
Thrilled me, filled me with fantastic terrors never felt before ,,"
So that now, to still the beating of my heart I stood repeating:
, "I'm in the on deck circle,and tomorrow I'll have the floor; "
He put me in the on-deck circle, and tomorrow I'll have the floor, .:
. In Raven-Hansen's Admin. Law."

With Raven-Hansen on my back, I'd better get my act on track
I couldn't go to sleep knowing what tomorrow had in store " ' ,
I couldn't help to be but frightened, theon-deck circle noose had
tightened,:'
,
,'.
A horrible noose tightened round my neck, squeezing more and more.
,I studied hard, and harder more, and then the clock read half past four,
But still I' had to study more.

An hour before, I'd felt much stronger, (Caffeine affected me no longer)
Morpheus slipped me to his ship and sailed to that silent shore,
, And though I thought that I was napping, clearly I heard a rapping
"And it was a noisy rapping, rapping at my bedroom door.
I put on my robe and slippers, and I opened wi~ thedoor
Itwas my Mom, I was sure.
' ,

In~arly noddCd off to sleep; but if I did, I'd be dead meat,
<:
If I were called on unprepared, I'd lose five points or maybe more
I studied hard, and I studied faster; keeping one step from disaster"
, Notwanting to be a slacker, overthe casebook did I pour.,
Of Raven-Hansen's Admin. Law.">:,:'

Deep into her face I peered, long I stood there, wondering, fearing,
Doubting, dreaming dreams no first born had ever dreamt before.
• But then the silence was broken, it was Mother who had spoken,
"Are you going to ask me in,or should I drop dead at your door? ":
. And'~What a mess, clean your floor!" ,

Sel~ne set, and went away, Helios rose, for a new day,
.. Ilooked grim, ungainly, gaunt, and my back was sore
- " '
Itwas good to know tha t I'm a fighter, my pulling off this all-nighter '
.T hen I recalled my other classes I was forced to ignore.
'"
At least I studied Admin. Law."
t ~' ~~-' ..:' ,"_ - -~

C

"You know Mrs. Noosebaum's son? He's law reViewat-Northwestern:•,You know you're much smarter than Saul, much smarter in
c, > the past before."
.',
' ' ,
.
1"But Mother/, I had advised her ,,"He'll tum out to be shyster !"
. :lfmd,law school a total drag; and what's especially a bore,
~,Is Raven-Hanstm's Admin •.Law.'!",:.
,
,

,

1

Late to class with face u~haven; with kneesshaking, I was craven
I still recall his fiery eyes now burned into my bosom's core "
'
"Tell us what the A.P .A. says; and analogize all our cases;", \
.But now that it's all over.with, 1 can't be called on anymore,o~';':
Quoth the Raven-Hansen, "Don't be so sure."
-.
'

'

a
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Prof. Frank Michelman of the Harvard
'Law School recently delivered a lecture at
the National Law Center criticizing last
month's Supreme Court decision of New
Jersey v. T.L.O.
,.',.
'
,
. T.L.O. involved a search of a high school
student's purse by the" assistant vice
principal. The student was found smoking
cigarettes in the - school bathroom in
violation of a school rule. During a search
of her purse, the assistant vice principal
, ,', found marijuana, a pipe, plastic bags,
money, a list of others who owed the
student money and two letters which
_ linked
her _to marijuana
selling.
Delinquency charges were brought,
,

-T

he Ne~ Jersey Supreme Court fO~d
the search to be unreasonable. The United

States Supreme Court, in an opinionby
Justice White, said Ute search was not
jmreasonable ' ';for Fourth Amendmen
purposes.
Michelman' approved of the Court applying Fourth Amendment protections to
the schoolhouse and not requiring schoo
officials to secure a warrant for individualized searches of students, but is
alarmed at the Court establishing a new
- standard' of reasonableness' justifyinga
schoolhouse search. "The new standard
requires only that the school officialha~e
a reasonable suspicion that the searcheeIS
committing or has committed a crime,or
has violated school rules. It extendsthe
activities that can justify a search."
Michelman's greatest concern is that
this decision will permit school administrators to search students suspected
of violating only the most trivial schoo
regulations:

"."
",

.

.
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out-of-the-Main.-

~ A Salute to 100 Years'
of Huckelberry- Finn
.

-

W;Ck. F. Williams
~

---~--_:

-.'

.",

All the." ruckus over the '100th anniversary of Huck F'Inn has again pushed
the question to the forefront - Is Huck.'
Finn racist
-trash or respectable
literature,?; and if the former, should the
bOokbe banned in schools'? '.

Before we get to the answer, however, I
wouldlike to tell you a story. How many.ot
yOU are familiar
with the poet Vachel
Lind~Y'?Maybe if! gave you some poem
titles you might recognize him: "The
Congo;':"The
Booker
Washington
Trilogy;" ,"The Daniel Jazz." No help'?
Don't worry. Even those who do will
quicklysay that Lindsay was merely a
~tof his time, not of all times. As you
see, the distinction is that between mortality and immortality:"
:
Why,you ask, am I writing aboufVachel
Lindsay 'when this column has to do with
HuckFinn's anniversary'? You see, Huck
Finnand Vachel,I...indsay have something
in common;·
.

-

<;

they are anti-religion, anti-polities, anti'.establishment, . etc. Today, books are
being banned at an' alarming rate. By
'whom'? Those who read that one title and
cry "Foul!," those who read that one line
and exclaim' "Racist!"

-

Now, back to Huck Finn. Here's another
story that stirs up debate. Is Huck racist'?
. Many school districts think so and ban the
book. It's banned because it uses that sixletter. word.
,
Will Huck Finn be remembered for that
six-letter word'? Will Huck Finn be
remembered as racist'? Or-will Huck get
his due'? - a story about a young boy who
learns from his companion, Jim, a
runaway slave, of the dignity and worth of .
a human being regardless of' color.
.
Thank goodness that" when' the outcry.
was leveled at Huck Finn, Mark Twain
had already established himself. as a
respected artist. If not, Mark Twain, too,
may have been an artist of his time, not of
all' times. Ironically, Vachel Lindsay,'
when writing of Mark Twain and our Huck
Finn in "The Raft," perhaps put it best:

"All praise to Emerson an~Whitnian,
.' yet, '
The best they have to. say,
their sons forget, ...
Come let us disgrace ourselves,
,
'.
Knock the stuffed gods from their shelves,
And cinders at the. school house fling,
Come let us disgrace ourselves,
. ..'
Andlive on araft with gray Mark Twain,
Arid Huck and 'Jim.
,,".
Again, youare asking, what does this, .... 'And the Duke and the-King,":.
'".~
haveto do wit!iHuck Finn'? Hold on to your .:~.
'.·.::....HappyAnniversari"IickFinn!
'
hat, we are getting ther~ .. ,
,

lfyou are confused, let me help-youout. .
The subheading to "The Congo" is "A
Studyof the Negro Race," The first verse
is entitled "Their Basic savagery." The
firstline reads "Fat black bucks in a wine
barrel room." Mimy stopped at the first
lineand read no further. Lindsay was a
racist, the work racist trash. .
That, my friend, is why you have never
heard of Vachel Lindsay. He was a racist,
or so "they" say. "They:'are
those who
read the first line, find what they are
looking Jor,. and point be. accusatory
fmger.
.
'.J
"The Congo" has two other verses, The
second 'verse
is entitled·
"Their
Irrepressible High Spirits" and the third
verse, "The Hope of Their Religion."
Lindsay also published "The Booker
WashingtonTrilogy," an indictment of the
Jim Crow laws that -were found
everywhere in America at that time.
Lindsay' .was' aliberal;:maybe a
socialist. He like to help' aspiring young
poets, among them, Langston Hughes.
However, he was called a'racist
and
because a racist, his wor\t was banned ... '
.
.' /
Banning literary work is not a 20th
Century phenomenon, nor is it uniquely
American. In the 13th Century, 24 cart~ads of the Talmud\ were burned in
rance. This book burning, an extreme
form of book banning, also demonstrates"
that books are not only banned becauSe
'. ~~ ..
.'

-

....

The NLC publishes a legal periodical
that few people have ever heard of - ineluding NLC students. The editors of the
Commercial Protection Reporting Service
have determined that the student body, as
well as the newsletter itself, would benefit.
from some information on this little-known
commercial law tabloid.
The Commercial Protection Reporting
Service is published by the Consumer
Mediation Clinic of the NLC. It began as a
sort of "sister publication" to the Consumer Protection Reporting Service, or
"CPRS," with which it is often confused.
But while the. CPRS is a two-volume
treatise co-authored by NLC Professor
Donald Rothschild and USC Professor
David Caroll, updated. by GWU students
and devoted solely to consumer protection
.law, the Commercial Protection Reporting
Service. is~ monthly newsletter sum-.
marizing recent· state case law and
legislation that affects both business and
the consumer. In short, it aims at keeping
its subscribers up-to-date .on state law
developments
affecting
commercial
liability.
....
"We have much more of business slant
to our publication than the CPRS," said
David Dubosky, editor-in-chief of . the
newsletter. "CPRS deals exclusively with
consumer protection. We try to pick cases
for our newsletter ~i~out regard to any
Consumer or business bias. If it's' an interesting, important; unusual, or even
strange decision on state law, then we put
it in."
.. '
,, __

editor of the newsletter, which covered
unfair or deceptive
trade practices,
products liability, warranty, consumer
credit, commercial. paper, and secured
transactions law. The newsletter is written
by a staff of five 'NLC students, and
marketed largely through the efforts of
Business Editor Sarah Grieb.
A large range of organizations have
subscribed to the newsletter. While some
have chosen it as a supplement to their
copies of CPRS,others simply want a
publication to keep them informed on
developments in the field. The list of
subscribers includes banks, credit card
companies, law firms, law schools, and
various consumer organizations.
Staff member Amy Frieberger made
this comment on her newsletter experience: "Writing on (the staff) has
added to my substantive knowledge of
commercial law and helped me to appreciate the consumer's role in commercial transactions .... It improves your
. writing." Ms. Frieberger also indicated
that she thought it was a rather enjoyable
experience.'
,
The Commercial Protection Reporting
Service will begin accepting applications
for next year's staff positions this week.
Interested
persons should submit a
. resume. and writing' sample to David
Dubosky .through the CPRS Office in the
basement of Stockton Hall. All ap-plications should be clearly addressed to
.the' "Commercial Protection. Reporting
:;Service:;'.Jntendews;,JNill-J1e.:,arr.anged
thereafter: Both first and second year
rofessor Rothschild is the consulting .' students are encouraged to apply.

P
..

'

.

ATTENTION FIRST AND SECOND YEARS
.. Clinic Deadline is Drawing Near ~
For prospective 3d years: ,
CivileLit. (Feb.~.27), Consumer Lit (Feb. 27),' Im-'
migratiotl(Mar.
6),Administrative
Advocacy (Mar.
6hSmall BUsiness:·(Mar .. 6), Consumer Bankruptcy
.,(Mar .. 6).. ·
-For prospective 2d years:
aImmigration (Mar. 22), Administrative Advocacy
(Mar;-, 22), Small' Business (Mar. 22): Consumer
.Bankruptcs' (Mar -:' 22).
Applications are available in the clinic office on the
lower. level. of Stockton Hall.
, ',,'ESSA

I

a

Vachel Lindsay was born in Springfield,
m.,onNov.l0, 1879. Hispoetry is lyrical,
'muchlike that of Sidney Lanier's. ·Lindsay
attempted to achieve the auditory, effect of
musicin his poetry. One is dazzled by the
syncopated rhythms and unusual imagery
of his poems. Very few poets have'
achievedsuch a close relationship between
poetry and music. And," nowhere-Is that
relationship as strong as in "The Congo."

Now,·1:>ackto."The Congo.i'Uiscertainly one of Lindsay's better known
poems.It is also the one that made Vachel
Lindsay a poet of his time and not of all
times. Because of "The Congo", those
whoenjoyed Lindsay's" poems called him
misunderstood, Those who were not so
kind called him a racist.

NLC. Newsletter
Seeks Students

YSARE THE "KILLERS'! ON THE BAR EXAMINATION! (ASK ANY
"REPEATER")

sBA

.from

Pagel

,Professors once a year, said Avagliano,
- Before Murphy's term,' she said, the
professors did not .reeeive them. They
were mishandled.
" The school admiriistration does not see
nor use the evaluations, added Avagliano,
The appointment of a dean of students, a
hot topic in last year's election, is quietly
coming to pass, said Avagliano. The law
school budget for 1985-86includes an appropriation for a dean of students. The
administration will begin looking soon, she
added, both in and out of the school. She
also said the SBA will try to get the
students involved in the process .:
"The administration does pay attention
to ideas the SBA supports, said Avagliano,
"in varying degrees."

SUMMER
LAW STUDY
in

Dublin'
London
Mexico City
.Oxford
Paris
Russia-Poland
San Diego

"

KASS PROBLEM ANAL YSIS CLINICS
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ForeIgn- Law Programs.
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. Alcala'Park, San DieQo CA 92110
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Wave

by

m.C students are geUing involved! At the recent South Mrican Embassy protest
against apartheid, many student organizationS sent representatives to march. <see
the front page story on the protests.) There were also many NLC stud~ts present
because they wanted to get Involved. They view apartheid as a disgrace to
humankind.
NLC student involvement is on the rise In the SBA. An outstanding orficer corps,
headed by SBA President Karen Avagliano, has been recently ~Iected and will
represent students well. A real surprise was voter turnout. According to Kent Murphy past president of the SBA, student turnout was heavy.
First year student participation on The Advocate is also Impressive. Quality news
and feature articles, as well as cartoons are being submitted to The Advocate. We
appreciate the students' time and effort.
.
The Clinics are also benefiting from thilI wave of student participation. The chnics
provide a wealth 0( practical legal experience, hoWever, In the fall semester of 1984, .
there were six students In the Consumer H·E-L·P Medlatlm Clinic. Presently, there
are more than 30 students In the clinic. Participation In the other clinics Is also hl~.
One final note. The "Law Revue" is having a tremendous turnout 0( talented NLC
students. To quote a famous critic, "It should be marvelous!"
NLC students are getting Involved. There Is an undeniable wave of participation.
Students are partIcipating In activities outside the classroom, activities not directly
related to class rank. NLC students are not permitting their studies to get in the way
or tbelr education.

,COO Working Well
to

Hats o(f the Career Development O(fice for coordinating the Public Interest
Information and Interview days. While other law schools help put the program
together, our CDO had the burden of making sure everything happened as planned; is
was held at GWU. The COO's headache was the NLC students' pleasure, we had to
walk only as far as the Marvin Center to talk with representatives from groups like
San Francisco's Public Advocates.
The selection was not voluminous by any standard. Students could select only three
groups to Interview with and each group selected only two students per school to interview, although students with enough determination arranged thei~ own interviews
moo the program started. Hopefully the success of. this year's Public. Interest
program will spawn greater participation by more groups next year,. '
.
.

Letters
To the Editor:
Way to go, Career Development Office I
Thanks to your hard work, the first Public
Interest Infonnation·lnterview Program
was a big success. The risks were many no public interest groups would show, the
students would refuse to go to the in(ormation day, few students would want to
interview for low-paying public interest
jobs. But you took the risk and refused to
tum pessimistic.
Over 200 G.W. students signed up for
interviews, exceeding all of our wildest
imaginations. We thank you for working
hard to make George Washington sail on a
more wholistic course in the law. With the
CDO's efforts, emphasis has been placed

on helping students find' employment in.
public interest work.
The turnout for the public interest
program demonstrates the student body's
desire for increased access to an emphasis
on this type of law. The studentsnow call
on the faculty and administration to follow
the CDO's lead and emphasize the public
interest as a viable part of the National
Law Center, Together, we can make this
school known for contributing attorneys to
the sector where legal assistance is most
needed: working for those people denied
full justice bedmsethey cannot afford the
high costs of legal representation.
'
Donald Mooers, Jr.
Equal Justice Foundation Board Member

James Conrad

One advantage of being a third-year Jaw
student is fmally having some free time to
explore the aspects of our legal system
which extend beyond caseliooks and
classrooms. The further advantage of
being one in Washington D.C. is that
national institutions like the Supreme
Court are only minutes away on the Metro.
Recently, the Senate Judicia~ Committee began confmnation heanngs on
Edwin Meese's nomination- for Attorney
General. Having no elasses that day, and
having worked this past summer at the
Justice Department, which Meese would
head if conrmned, I thought I'd see what 1
could see. I saw Meese testify for several
hours and reached two conclusions: (1)
the c~cern about his ethical judgment is
not trivial or overblown, because (2) the
man is not fit for the job.'
It has become fashionable to say that the
Meese affair is a witchh\U\t; an exercise,
as Sen. Orrin Hatch calls it, in "character
assassination." After we'd been hearing
for almost a year about the "sleaze factor," the Special prosecutor "concluded
that Meese had not broken any laws. That
investigation, perhaps the most thorough
any public official has ever. undergone,
prompted Sen. Pete Wilson, in introducing
Meese, to ask how many of his colleagues
could withstand such scrutiny. .;

G

enerally, ~eese's ~~nses
were
cramped and legalistic. He said he did
nothing improper in ,the eyes of any
"objective person." When Sen. Charles
Mathias quoted former Sen. Sam Ervin's
and the:.Watergate S~ial .Prosecutoc's
~~USlonS that a presidential campaign
offiCial should not be appointed to a job
where he might have to entoree the laws
against the. same. people he .campaigned
for, Meese agreed that was a good rule as
regards '''political'' campaign officials
. but not "policy:joffici~lsof the sort he said
he was. ,- ,',' •.. ,...
'.
.'As~ lawstudent I've become painfully
aware of. the vast. gulf between what is
legalandw.hatisethical
(forget what is
moral).'..'.

' .,

.-

, Lawsooly work negativeiy, defining a
minimum standard of acceptable conduct,
Ethical codes, by contrast, are at least
FortunatelY,
sen.~oseph'·
Blden
partly.v-, affirmative,
establishing
prefaced his questions to Meese by noting
for the record that he "hoped to God" .. as~irational goals: .M,:ore pract.ically,
every Senator could. Thus Biden clarified :.. .,.,ethical problems anse m such varies and
subtle ways that laws defining them would
the issue before the Committee: 'not'
whether Meese broke the law, but whether . probably be. " unconstitutionally vague.
Precisely because of this distinction
his conduct met the ethical requirements
of public office. People in public service: ' however, . their: interpretation requir~
acuity and. Insight,' Meese's legalistic
. must not only act properly, they must
attitude is not the sort of ethical leadership
avoid even the appearance of impropriety.
the Attorney General, should provide.
This is nothing new (remember Caesar's
, ", It is easy to understand why Meese, who
wife), .nor is it starry-eyed ,.idealism;
. .has sincerely dedicated hislife to the law
. To function effectively, government
'or at least to law enforcement, wants to ~
requires the trust of a .populaee only too
, Attorney.General, The Attorney General
aware of the ease with which public office
, is not only the government's top lawyer,
can afford private advantage. Moreover,
however. He ,.8lsomust· be the ethical
trials and inquiries, even if they vindicate
modelforall public officials. Meese is no
the official, do not fully restore that trust.
Rita Lavelle,butlike her,.heseems outof
What I saw convinced me that Meese does
his depth. Perhaps he has,·as he claims, a
not adequately recognize what this,higher,
"mtichhig~erIeVel
of,:s~nsitivity" 'to
standard calls for.
. ' '
ethical
matters.
".;'
,/"
. '';',
. Meeseopenedby·asserling tha(ooyond
.~
r (_ ,:;~,-,,'-:,,:
~'":':;~',~"!\';>~"-:,:,t,'~;-~;~L;',
establishing his·innocence, the', SpeCial
..",;.··",;;":'c';"H~Z,,".;·i;'·">{ . ..'. . .
Prosecutor's report ·demonstratoo his
i: till,l
':i~ti~e'.
''Department
ethicality ~ In -fact,th'tn'eport
pointedly
hilngsthe missing portrait of the only
. avoided that question; contrary to Meese's
Attorney .Getleral to be,jaiIed for illegal
claim, it has been cited by Archibald Cox'
conduct whi~iri office, we should demand
, and others as ample evide~e of Meese's
ethical ineptitude. Meese's remarks at the . <.-from its leader a greater level of sens~tivity: than Mr. Meese shows.
hearing further iIlustrafedthis ,debility.

S

'-~s···th~'

,

wittily retorted, "I don't want to nurt you
To the Editor:
old man." The rest of the debate consisted
Perhaps law professors are not guidedr
of childish teasing.
by the same high standard of conduct
The conduct of these men was, on any
which guides the rest of the academic
scale, appalling. I believe the reader can .
community. 1 cannot posit a more
draw the particUlar levels of rudeness and'
plausible explanation for the recent
indignity.
behavior of two noted legal scholars on the
, Whether or not we care to admit it, such
television program "Nightwatch." I refer
,. behavior further tarnishes the' reputation
to the recent debate between Prof. Ban. of the legal profession. I cannot imagine
zhaf, of this law school, and Prof. Van der
Haag, instructor of jurisprudence at .' ," how any legal scholar cotiId be insensitive
to the effects of such conduct - whether it
Fordham Law School.
takes place on national television or in'the
. Sadly, the subject of their "debate" was
. classroom. .
.,
.,
,
lost amidst petter theatrics and juvenile
Referring to, Van der, Haag,Banzhaf. \
bickering. Van der Haag, it seems, did not
heed Banzhaf's warning that he not smoke, ' noted, "Those who cannot practice law
during their discussion, and, thus, Banzhaf . .teach law. Those who cannot teach law'
teach jurisprudence." For the benefit of
doused both Van der Haag and his cigar
,.those of us who someday hope to teach or:
with a glass of water. Banzhaf's"
practice law without the stigma of a bad
justification: a recent court ruled such a
public image, both Banzhaf and Van der
response "acceptable;" Van, der Haag
Haag could use a lesson in prudence and
reacted to the soaking by slapping and
,the maintainance of professional dignity.
poking Banzhaf, all the while cackling,
.
. David W. Bertoni
"You promised nO violence!" Banzhaf,
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Profs~atNLC-; CoulCl Use
B~ushing'Up on Teaching Skills
,

;=

David M~chelmari
/
__ ~.,-'-";-----_"":"-'_--It is universally agreed that the state of
~jghschool education in this country is in a
crisis-. Yet, the professors at the NLC
wouldbe well advised to borrow at least
one page from the high school teacher's
boOk. High school teachers attempt to
improve the most important facet of their
jobs - teaching skills. At law school, it
appears that the professors' are unconcerned, or, at least indifferent, about
that fundamental aspect of their work. .
The lack of concern over teaching skills
is not surprising. It appears that the ability
to teach, or indeed the ability to be" an
effective oral communicator, is not considered an important criterion in selecting
Caculty.members. See E., Zenoff and J.
Barron, So You Want to be a Law School.
Professor?, 12J, Law and Educ. 379
(1983);E Zenoff and E. Barron, So You,
Want to Hire a Law Professor:, 33 J.
Legal Educ. 492 (983) (Both articles did
allow that prior law school teaching was
an important hiring consideration, but the
authors felt that other types of teaching
"should be given little weight" in the
hiring process> The articles stressed the
desire and ability to do research as the
most important quality of the prospective
law teaching candidate.IrYet.' ..the
whole
,
'

'

A

coriceptofschool is based'on the ability of
. student and teacher to be able to exchange
ideas coherently and, in. most cases,
orally.
.
'
'
Indeed, in the first year of law school
where the student is met with the task of
having to' gain the command of a new
vocabulary 'and a new exact (not to
mentionexacting)
way of organizing her
,thoughts,
the' teacher's
need to be
organized
an
understandable
is
paramount. In many cases, the first year
teacher is unable to utter a sentence,
completewitli both a subject and a verb,
no less organize a, series of sentences
which elucidate a logical thought process.
The problem does not ease in the next two
years. A small percentage of the faculty
present material in a coherent and logical
manner. Even fewer manage to be interestiag. A mere handful attain the
hallmark of an excellent teacher - being
thought" provoking.

The

problein of incompetenc~ in the
classroom seems to be recognized by, the
faculty and students of the NLC alike, yet
neither group has made any noticeable
attempts
to deal with the problem.
However, the faculty has the raw material
needed to make good teachers. They are

by EdwardCulbertsOil
The cover of the most recent issue of the
ABA Journal mentions one of two articles

inside concerning •public interest law,
reflecting' increased prominence for the
field among .lawyers generally and law
school students in particular. Depending
on one's perspective, this trend signals
either a; response, to government unwillingness to support the, kind of work
broadlydenominated "public interest,"or
a realization' of the, president's calls for
voluntary, local initiatives in lieu of the
federal bureaucracy. Whatever the deeper
significance, at G.W. Law School, the
Equal Justice, Foundation plans for the
Spring semester take several forms in
pursuing citizen, activism.
A national conference of public interest
organizations
hosted at G.W.U. last
semester, resulted
in a proposal' to
decentralize law school public interest
work; many participants
faulted the
National 'EJF in Washington for conSuming
too
much
-of
member
organizations' budgets. As a consequence,
the NLC EJF is, now an independent entity; along with other local groups across
the country, it donates five percent of. its
budget to an EJF office unaffiliated with
any specific 'law school, instead of the
Cormer level of 25 percent. The non-law
School. EJF
office will remain
in
Washington, D.C., although it will now
concentrate' on informing members of.
national developments rather than purSUingactivities on its own.'" .,"
Independence will bring a more regional
emphasis for the NLC EJF, at least to the
extent more resources 'will now be left to
thegroup's control. Within the hlw school;
Prof. ZUbrowhas agreed to act as faculty
adViser, providing the, benefits of' her
experience as a practicing attorney as
~elI as improved access to the law school
acuity, whose support has been somewhat
err~tic in the past.:·
" "

"The
Bradwell Fellowship Program
represents the major new EJF project this
year. Pledges will be collected from thirdyear day and fourth-year night, students
and from law firms and alumni to pay half
the salary of. agraduatingNLC
law
student at a public, interest organization;
the employer to provide the other half.
Potential hiring organizations soon will
visit the law school to describe their work
to contributing individuals and potential'
applicants; EJF will collect pledge forms
at the same time, and those who pledge
may vote for the organization they believe ,
most deserves support.
.'
The employer chosen in this manner will' ,
collect resumes from graduating students
in early March, and select an applicant by
the end of the month. EJF anticipates that
this process will actually create new
public interest jobs each year, by allowing
an, organization to' hire when it might
otherwise lack adequate funds. At the end
of the funded year, the Bradwell Fellow
may be able' to stay on at the
organization's
expense. Charity status
should facilitate fundraising by' making
contributions
tax-deductible.
EJF is
working on the paperwork.
Attention to the Bradwell program has
not 'meant
neglect of, the traditional
summer grants; however. Students in the
,'classes .of 1981Ml8will be solicited. for
. pledges during theiniddle of March, for
,:the grea t~r of one percent of their summer
·income or $25, to' help colleagues work in
low- or nop-paying public intel'e!it law
_,:positions. Interested, persolll'i must ,return
funding applicatioIls'. to the Career
· Development Office by march 29, and
pledging students 'will, vote on the
'proposals submitted. The 1984 sununer
grants funded students working at Amnesty . Internationa:l, the D;C~", Public
Defender's Office, Congress Watch and
· the EJF National Office.

peers are involved in the process. ,First,
the observed professor will probably be
more willing to listen to suggestions
originating from her peers than from
students or outsiders. Second, an informal
peer review should quiet fears that the
system is meant to coerce professors to
change their teaching techniques or styles.
Third, the informality of the system is a
guarantee that no critiques will wander
into a professor's file. Fourth, only by peer
review will the reviewer get a chance to
learn from the individual being reviewed.
Fifth, the system is inexpensive and easy
to operate.

intelligent, and most are knowledgeable in
the subject mater that they teach.
Hopefully, most of them have a good faith
desire to excel at their profession. As a
result, a simple and fairly effective approach to the problem. is available. The
faculty should create an internal teaching
evaluation process.
The system would be simple to implement. Each faculty member would be
responsible
for observing
a certain
,number
of other' teachers' classroom
performances each semester. A relatively
low number of classes would suffice. The
visits would be unannounced or announced
the day of the visit.-The lack of notice is
important as it prevents the observed
teacher from, making special preparation
for her visitor.
The observing teacher would have a
dual role. She would be considering ways
that the teacher being observed could
improve her effectiveness as well as
searching for methods to improve the
observer's own teaching. After the class,
the observer would meet informally with
the professor who was observed to discuss
ways that the latter's classroom performance could be improved. Even fairly
simple ideas can make a large difference
in' teaching effectiveness.
It is important that the faculty's own.

T

he biggest benefit of the system may
be that the reviewing system will-create
within the faculty a general awareness of
their teaching techniques. The faculty
might start concentrating on improving
and refining their. classroom skills which
will benefit the entire school. An increased
awareness of the importance of in-class
teaching might even lead to a needed
revitalization in second, and third year
student interest in their classes. Indeed it
Seems that the professors who have good
classroom techniques have less problem
with student unpreparedness than those
.professors 'who are boring or unclear.

Students' also should keep in mind the _ talks also are planned for various, public
interest
representatives
in March.
upcoming elections for seats on the EJF
Finally, students interested in public inGoverning Board. Applications will be,
terest work should check the notebook in
available on March 4 and are due March 8,
CDO.
with voting March 11-12.Brown bag lunch
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Law Revue 'VII

Saturday Night
It'a here and It's new, It's the lIeVefIth
annual "Law Revue." Paclted with energy
and talent, this year's show is a sure bet
for the academy awards.
A musical extravaganza of the lICeand
times or an average law student, "Law
Revue" Is completely conceived. written,
produced and performed by our fellows at
the NLC. The agony and ecstacy C?11) of
law school from the time or acceptance,
through first, second and third years to
graduation la captured artfuUy through
song, dance, humor and drama.
More than 100students have joined the
case of "Law Revue VII" making this the
largest show to date. And after a month
and a half or rehearsals,
the show
promises to be the "biggest and best
ever."
The "Law Revue" last year played to
a sell-out audience, and sales so far Indicate a repeat performance. Get your
ticket now I Don't get caught In the library
next Saturday night when just a few blocks
away in Lisner Auditorium the lights of
Broadway will come alive.

"Let'.

h')'

It oae more Ume."

. Dancers take a break from rehearsing ter
the Law Revue vn Show.

A chorus line of NLC students prepare for Saturday night's performance.

I
by Chuck Bolcom

-

Federal' administrative Jaw judges will
again push for legislation that will change
their status to an "independent corps,"
according to JUdge Victor Palmer. The
bill, the Administrative Law Judge Corps
Act, would transfer federal administrative
judges to independent centraJ panels.
Currently federal administrative judges
are assigned to. a particular
federal

agency where th~ serve as employees
arbitrating legal disputes involving the
agency's rules and regulations.
'. The bill Would initially create six
specialized divisions. Judges would be
assigned according to their areas of expertise with each division headed by· a
division chief judge required to be .an
expert, ,in the division's field ·of adjudication.
_ . _,
'"
Judge PJllmer noted the proposal-has

T

hebill comes in response to charges
that the current system is inefficient and

in need of reform. Critics have alleged that
administrative
law judges who Wert
former staff members .have an institutional bias in favor of the agency and
cannot adjudicate.legal disputes in a fair
and impartial manner. Judge Palmer
. . argued the creation of an independent
corps would lessen the agency's influence
. while promoting the best features of the
present system-s- specialization and merit
selection. '

\,'.

fA!
..

l
already received widespread support in
the legal community with the Fedetal Bar
Association and National Conference of
Administrative Law Judges endorsing the
legislation. Eight states have already
passed similar legislation transferring
their administrative law judge,S to independent central panels. '. .
.
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